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Symbolic Execution[1] is a technique that abstracts inputs of a program into symbolic
values, to allow the analysis of its behavior. For example, this allows tools to
automatically find bugs like buffer overflows or generate inputs to simulated the
execution of a specific execution path. There are several symbolic execution tools
available for Java, e.g. Symbolic PathFinder[2], JBSE[3], janala2[4] and angr[5]. A wellknown implementation outside the Java ecosystem is KLEE[6], which is based on the
LLVM[7] ecosystem.
GraalVM[8] is a runtime environment written in Java that includes state-of-the-art just-intime compilation as well as APIs for polyglot language development. GraalVM contains
the Truffle[9] framework, a language implementation framework which supports a
straight-forward integration of new programming languages. This can be done by
implementing a domain-specific abstract syntax tree, which is then executed on GraalVM.
This leads to competitive execution performance as well as the ability to use integrated
debugging and cross-language interoperability support.
While there exist a number of symbolic execution frameworks for Java, those are not
usable for Polyglot languages as supported by GraalVM. Most of the symbolic execution
tools for Java, are based on Java bytecode. Truffle, however, represents language
semantics with ASTs allowing symbolic execution across language boundaries. With the
integration of a symbolic execution framework into GraalVM itself, it would make it
possible to do efficient symbolic execution of Java as well as of cross-language
environments.
The goal of this thesis is to implement a symbolic execution framework on top of GraalVM
for Java programs represented via Graal compiler IR. The implementation should support
the Java spec and allow the symbolic execution of medium-sized programs like the ones
found on “The Computer Language Benchmarks Game”[10].
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The scope of this thesis is as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

allow the symbolic execution of medium complex java programs
support major parts of the Java API
automated testing of API functions for exception states
input generation to reach a specified target state
test case generation which focuses on increased path coverage

Out of scope of the project which will be refined over time is:
•
•
•
•
•

support of non-Java languages on GraalVM (Truffle)
Java API parts which are hard to map into symbolic execution. E.g. reflection, JNI,
network, crypto,...
multithreading
loop invariant
java modeling language support
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